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Sipping coffee @ Carmela’s 
 
for Ferguson, and elsewhere 
 
 
I 
 
Urgencies of some noirceur, police 
state tactics 2 hours 27  
minutes due south, but carne con huevos 
in a booth at the front and hazy sun 
mitigate the appetite for unrest. 
Believer and disbeliever alike 
shuffle and jive while little white lies of  
law and order shed black blood on the  
angry streets of the lost city. Night for  
day, Leo stares down as we stare up at 
the storied void, its prophetic shimmer  
of a meatlessly pointless plenitude  
artsy counterpoint to a homemade meal  
too savory for the mind’s mindless 
obsession with savage proximity. 
   
II 
 
Never mind the orange juice. Reaction  
or activism the crux, not how 
the body relents, feet apart or head 
heavenward. Dead is dead, bitter failure  
to protect or serve? Making shit up as  
he lifts cup to lip, breakfasting, half and 
half gone bad, the bad taste yet inspires, if  
in bad taste. This family trekked north from near 
Guadalajara, another tongue or 
world to gauge discrepancies of event  
or ogle goddamn flighty gringo birds.  
So what are we to do who would bring words  
to bear on justice this Friday morn? Are 
we to suss out the nooks and crannies of 
conscience from each crunch of English muffin? 
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III 
 
The metaphysics of short order need 
—sí Sandra, more coffee, por favor—trumps 
one’s regard for the other. Translation:  
it’s a new day of strife but the ancient  
metrics of hunger stubbornly persist 
¿comprende? Our races emerged from some 
mythy mix of dicey isms, i.e. 
can humans thus colored commingle? Can  
have and have not jingle jangle jingle?  
Easy on the jalapenos—my mouth 
it tingles. What say we wish away both 
the beautiful tones and the slovenly 
epithets howling in the archived 
notes? What say we don’t? How shall hand-to-mouth  
citoyens endure such intransigence? 
 
IV 
 
He’s certain he can’t be certain that so 
distinct a conceptual shade prevails 
it would avail us to pursue the nub.  
But with frijoles and tortillas to  
dispense of, two or three stanzas more might  
stem the bloody chaos of the poem. 
No, we all suffer, yes, you’ve missed the point 
if the point is whether we can live with 
ourselves. It’s no walk in the park, this life 
but he’s grown fond of this eatery, this  
Earth that at its best is one hell of a  
paradise. At the same time, 2 hours  
27 minutes due south, where the 
aged river carries all it carries here 
there, it’s just plain hell on this green he loves. 
 
V & VI 
 
(He’d covered these. The tropes of death do 
sorely test his patience when gotten down  
to cases. It’s not death per se, it’s the  
dying gives offense, and the lying, all 
the vile echoes to such absence of sense. 
Let beauty be what beauty does, let us 
to love’s sweet sorrow, sure, but hereafter  
would that we be spared immutable bliss 
when lives come dirt cheap on a dirty street. 
Amid homage we note what strange fruit falls 
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with supremacist fictions run amok. 
Times like these try the souls of beat folk, as 
homeland remains stubbornly immune to 
the conditions through which we might arrive 
together at such place that gives a fuck.) 
 
VII 
 
Let us chant then: The dead white male is dead 
long live the dead white male! The dead white male 
had dead white cred, and in his dead man’s hand  
held hostage the dead brown body, laid to  
rest with solemn, segregated psalms. For 
all his deadpan aplomb in telling slant 
say, the voiced devotions of divine male  
flesh frolicking under an inert sun 
were his complacencies a tad too bold 
to confront the cargo in the ship of  
state’s hold, black generations held in the  
dead air of history? Word finery  
to spare, the dead white male appeared dead to 
blues that stay news. Let us chant then: The dead 
white male is dead, long live the dead white male! 
 
VIII 
 
The evidence is insurmountable  
that, like some philosopher’s stone, hardship 
anchored to foundations of enforced want 
converts a few cigars or cigarettes 
into two bullets to the head or a 
stranglehold. Ditto toy gun. We keep to 
our kind at one another’s expense, we  
grieve among the same bleached demarcations 
a few declarations to afford the 
liberated mind the luxury of 
comporting itself most liberally.  
But to avenge the fallen ought we to 
dwell in vengeful depredations, or sing 
in protest of the body politic’s 
fleeting melancholy, and all that jazz? 
 


